Introduction
The Eleventh International Conference on Methods and Applications of Radioanalytical Chemistry (MARC XI) was held April 8-13, 2018 at the Sheraton Keauhou Bay Resort, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, United States. Attendees from 30 countries and the International Atomic Energy Agency presented state-of-the-art work in radioanalytical chemistry in a combination of oral and poster sessions. Continuing the tradition of previous MARC Conferences, the program for MARC XI included both long-standing and emerging topics demonstrating how the field of radioanalytical chemistry continues to evolve. Sessions on topics historically covered at MARC included neutron activation analysis, radioecology and environmental measurements, safeguards and treaty monitoring, and radiochemistry education. Newer topics with a growing presence at MARC XI included nuclear forensics, radionuclide mass spectrometry measurements, isotope production, and improvements in decay data. Of particular note, was a renewed interest in radionuclide metrology and the production of new reference materials needed by the radioanalytical chemistry community. The hard work of session organizers was much appreciated and key to pulling together the successful high-quality program!
In collaboration with the Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry, MARC XI opened with the presentation of the Hevesy Award for outstanding achievement in radioanalytical and nuclear chemistry to Dr. Rolf Zeisler of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. It was with great sadness that the award was presented posthumously, and we were extremely thankful Dr. Susan HellerZeisler was able to accept the award on Rolf's behalf and present a wonderful lecture titled ''Dr. Rolf Zeisler: A Career Reflected in 30 Years of MARC'' detailing his many outstanding contributions to neutron activation analysis, metrology, and service to NIST, IAEA, and radiochemistry education.
The technical program opened with a plenary session of timely presentations of interest to the entire MARC audience. These included presentations on the behavior of plutonium in the environment by Dr. Annie Kersting, challenges associated with responding to nuclear emergencies by Prof. Georg Steinhauser, characterizing nuclear forensic samples by Dr. Fabien Pointurier, and isotope production supply and demand by Dr. Wolfgang Runde. In total, over 400 presentations were given in both oral and poster sessions at the conference with many of these submitted as full papers for the proceedings. As for previous conferences, all papers were peer-reviewed by at least two reviewers, as is the policy of the Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry.
We want to express our sincere appreciation to the many people who helped organize MARC XI. Jim Tanner once again proved invaluable as the Finance and Housing Chair, ably assisted by Robert Steiner. Lei Cao, Steve Biegalski, Kenneth Inn, Georg Steinhauser, and Alex Plionis served expertly as Assistant Program Chairs. Publicity Chair Harry Miley, assisted by Jeremy Inglis, Jonathan Burnett, Greg Eiden, and Bob Runkle worked hard to garner support for MARC XI from a diverse group of sponsors. Annie Kersting and Richard Ragaini served as terrific liaisons between MARC XI and the Northern California Section of the American Nuclear Society. Student Coordination Chairs James Bowen and Jung Rim did a great job coordinating student support to the technical sessions. Conference Secretary Danielle Roybal did an exceptional job with administrative activities and registration. Sherry Glover, Proceedings Chair, proficiently collected and organized papers submitted for publication. The MARC XI website was expertly designed and maintained by Daniel Glover, and Joe Sullivan provided critical IT support.
Many members of the Technical Program Committee made special efforts to organize topical sessions and develop the excellent scientific program for the conference.
